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1-28. The table at Below shows data for winter temperatures 

in Urbana, IL.  You will brainstorm questions that 

could be answered using the data.  Homework Help ✎  

a. Create a question that could be answered by using 

all of the data. 

b. Create a question that could be answered using 

just some of the data. 

c. How could you organize the data to answer your 

questions?  Write your answer using complete sentences. 

1-29. Use the histogram below to answer the following 

questions.  The histogram contains the amount of snowfall 

in Urbana, IL during winter from 1990 – 

2009.  Homework Help ✎  

 

a. Which range of snowfall measurements occurred most 

often?   

b. Were there any years with unusually high or low snowfall amounts? 

c. Half of the years had snowfall amounts above how many inches?  

1-30. Copy the number patterns below and write the next four numbers in the pattern.  Assume the 

pattern continues as shown.  Describe the pattern in words.  Homework Help ✎  

a. 2, 7, 12, 17, 22, ______, ______, ______, ______ 

b. 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, ______, ______, ______, ______ 

c. 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, ______, ______, ______, ______ 

http://homework.cpm.org/cpm-homework/homework/category/CC/textbook/CC1/chapter/Ch1/lesson/1.1.4/problem/1-28
http://homework.cpm.org/cpm-homework/homework/category/CC/textbook/CC1/chapter/Ch1/lesson/1.1.4/problem/1-29
http://homework.cpm.org/cpm-homework/homework/category/CC/textbook/CC1/chapter/Ch1/lesson/1.1.4/problem/1-30


1-31. Round each number to the specified place.  Read the Math Notes box in this lesson for a reminder 

of rounding to a given place value.   Homework Help ✎  

a. 5,294.6 

(hundred) 

b. 45,469.23 

(thousand) 

c. 7526.442 

(hundredth) 

d. 492.3069 

(thousandth) 

1-32. The graph below shows how far Ben is from home during a 

typical school day.  Use the graph to answer the 

questions.  Write your answers in complete 

sentences.  Homework Help ✎  

 

a. What was Ben doing between 7:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m.? 

b. What do you think Ben was doing between 9 a.m. and 

2:30 p.m.? 

c. What time did Ben leave to return to his starting point? 

 

http://homework.cpm.org/cpm-homework/homework/category/CC/textbook/CC1/chapter/Ch1/lesson/1.1.4/problem/1-31
http://homework.cpm.org/cpm-homework/homework/category/CC/textbook/CC1/chapter/Ch1/lesson/1.1.4/problem/1-32

